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FireCloud 
Access data, run analysis tools, 
and collaborate on the cloud

http://firecloud.terra.bio

http://firecloud.terra.bio


FireCloud is powered by the Terra platform, a hub in the cloud data ecosystem

FireCloud





A rich catalog of data hosted by various organizations



A powerful workflow management system for big data processing



Cloud compute profile
Processor / Local storage / Memory

Detachable 
persistent disk

Application configuration

A highly flexible system of customizable cloud environments for interactive analysis



Community-driven

Standards-basedOpen-source

Modular

A set of foundational principles designed to benefit researchers



FISMA Moderate
FedRAMP Authorized

✅  Human genomes

✅  Clinical data

✅  Many other data types

Built secure to work with highly sensitive data



Data access & analysis

Insight generation

Publishable workspaces

Reproducible methods
Tool tutorials

Analysis portals

Suitable interfaces for 
non-computational users

Thus equipped, FireCloud empowers the cancer research community at multiple levels







Case 1: Research paper 
Example of a typical study
done in part on FireCloud



Subtype Heterogeneity and Epigenetic Convergence 
in Neuroendocrine Prostate Cancer (NEPC)

Paloma Cejas et al., https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.09.13.291328

► Goal: Understand molecular basis of NEPC in order to design 
  more efficient targeted therapeutic options

► Neuroendocrine prostate cancer (NEPC) 
► High grade tumors with aggressive clinical behavior and a poor prognosis
► Treatment emergent phenotype from prostatic adenocarcinomas after anti-AR therapy
► Improvements in anti-AR therapy has increased prevalence of NEPCs

► Approach: Epigenetic profiling of a range of Neuroendocrine Carcinomas to 
understand how the common phenotype is maintained across tumor types



Data Types

Whole exome sequence (WES)

Epigenetic profiling
(ATAC-seq, CHIP-seq, RNA-seq)

Data Origins

Tissue samples from patients 

TCGA data (PRAD & LUAD)

Automated workflows

WES variant calling & annotation 
(Mutect, VEP, Oncotator)

 Single-cell ATAC-seq & RNA-seq 
data processing (CellRanger)

Bulk RNAseq 
data processing (VIPER)

Bulk ATAC-seq & CHIP-seq 
data processing (ChiLin)

Interactive analysis

R tools
Bioconductor, Seurat

Python tools
MACS2

Online services
Cistrome Data Browser

Other visualization
IGV

The analysis involved a wide range of data types and computational tools

> step 1
> step 2
> step 3

Used in study



Single-cell 
RNAseq
(FASTQ)

Count matrix
(genes/cells)

Optimus workflow
(Human Cell Atlas)

Recent updates increase range of analyses that can be done in FireCloud

Bioconductor
environment



Data Types

Whole exome sequence (WES)

Epigenetic profiling
(ATAC-seq, CHIP-seq, RNA-seq)

Data Origins

Tissue samples from patients 

TCGA data (PRAD & LUAD)

Automated workflows

WES variant calling & annotation 
(Mutect, VEP, Oncotator)

 Single-cell ATAC-seq & RNA-seq 
data processing (CellRanger)

Bulk RNA-seq 
data processing (VIPER)

Bulk ATAC-seq & CHIP-seq 
data processing (ChiLin)

Interactive analysis

R tools
Bioconductor, Seurat

Python tools
MACS2

Online services
Cistrome Data Browser

Other visualization
IGV

Done today, the majority of the work could be done in FireCloud

> step 1
> step 2
> step 3

Used in study Available out of the box Can be added by user



Case 2: PANOPLY
Example of an analysis 
framework built on FireCloud



PANOPLY: A cloud-based platform for automated and 
reproducible proteogenomic data analysis
D.R. Mani et al., https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.12.04.410977
https://terra.bio/panoply-framework-for-cancer-proteogenomics/

► Goal: Make it easier to transform multi-omic data from cancer samples 
  into biologically meaningful and interpretable results

► Proteogenomics = integrative analysis of genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic and 
post-translational modification data produced by high-throughput sequencing and 
mass spectrometry-based proteomics

► Approach: Standardize & make available a comprehensive collection 
of algorithms from CPTAC landmark proteogenomic studies
► CPTAC = Clinical Proteomic Tumor Analysis Consortium

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.12.04.410977


https://github.com/broadinstitute/PANOPLY

Overview of the PANOPLY framework



* Mertins, P. et al. Proteogenomics connects somatic mutations to signalling in breast cancer. Nature 534, 55–62 (2016)

Modules workspace

Separate workflow per module

Maximum flexibility 

Can compose new pipelines
Can add new modules

Pipelines workspace

Unified pipelines for standard use cases

Maximum reproducibility

Can run exactly as published

Tutorial workspace

Pre-run clone of the Pipelines WS

Includes preconfigured dataset (BRCA)

Job history shows execution results 
reproducing parts of Mertins et al, 2016*

PANOPLY framework implementation: Workspaces & associated resources

+ Jupyter Notebook in all WS providing step-by-step configuration and launch instructions



Case 3: MOAlmanac
Example of an analysis portal
built on FireCloud



Clinical interpretation of integrative molecular profiles 
to guide precision cancer medicine

Brendan Reardon et al., https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.09.22.308833

► Goal: Enable integrative interpretation of genomic and transcriptional 
cancer data for point-of-care treatment decision-making and 
translational hypothesis generation 
► Individual tumor molecular profiling is routinely used to detect single gene-variant (“first-order”) genomic alterations that may 

inform therapeutic actions

► Interactions between such first-order events (e.g., somatic-germline) and global molecular features (e.g. mutational 
signatures) are increasingly associated with clinical outcomes, but these “second order” alterations are not yet generally 
accounted for in clinical interpretation algorithms and knowledge bases

► Approach: Provide a clinical interpretation method that evaluates 
individual patient molecular profiles based on associations between 
genes involved and cancer in published data sources
► Key challenge: Make it accessible to non-computational researchers/physicians



Overview of the Molecular Oncology Almanac framework



Knowledge base

Curated collection of putative 
alteration/action relationships 
based on published literature

Web browser interface + API

Data available for download

Interpretation portal

Simplified interface to run MOAlmanac 
method with standard configuration

Suitable for non-computational 
researchers

Leverages the Firecloud API

Pipeline workspace

MOAlmanac method workflow

Includes preconfigured dataset

Can run as published

MOAlmanac framework implementation: Audience-specific channels 





Data access & analysis

Insight generation

Publishable workspaces

Reproducible methods
Tool tutorials

Analysis portals

Suitable interfaces for 
non-computational users

Take-home: FireCloud empowers the cancer research community at multiple levels



Get started today
https://firecloud.terra.bio/

https://terra.bio/resources/getting-started

User Guide and video tutorials:

https://support.terra.bio

YouTube channel

Contact Us:

support@terra.bio

https://terra.bio/resources/getting-started
https://support.terra.bio
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkXAqpR5Hk1ZmNd2-1K2l5Q
mailto: support@terra.bio

